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By Mark David Major

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New.
Large Print. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Everyday Objects is
the definitive collection of the poems written by Mark David Major (author of Mars Rising and The
Persistence of Memory and Other Plays) over a 25-year period from 1987 to 2012. The book brings
together many previously published poems including beloved ones such as Pale Bloom and Empty
Words and more provocative offerings like God s Feast and Purchased Inertia. Everyday Objects
collects these together with a number of never-before-seen poems representing underground
experiments in free verse, extended haiku structures, and what the author describes as antithesis
poetry, whereby a new poem or additional stanzas are composed using antonyms, contrasting
terms, phrases and/or clauses to generate a (sometimes radically) different interpretation on the
subject. Everyday Objects represents a poet at the height of his powers in crafting language to
create new meanings and poetic interpretations.
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This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher  K oz ey-- Chr istopher  K oz ey

An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Eff ie Doug la s-- Eff ie Doug la s
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